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SUPERKID

Why SuperKid
Fitness is Right for
You! Here's Why...

The growing level of obesity among our children and teens leading to greatly
increased health costs. 30% of the children in America today are either overweight or
obese. .Americans spend over $190.2 billion dollars annually in healthcare costs
relating to the obesity-related illnesses or 21% of annual medical spending in the
United States alone. So, worldwide the numbers are mind-blowing. With projections
arriving at 100% growth within the upcoming years the national market is expected to
reach mid to high billions in the next two years. Society can’t afford to ignore this vast,
untapped market. Americans are financially savvy and are ready to spend what it takes
to bring down this epidemic that is slowly destroying our future generation. This very
fundamental approach to good health needs to become a lifestyle change and
requires ongoing reinforcement in order to have any appreciable effect on the
epidemic of obesity in this country. In addition to this Covid-19 Pandemic these
numbers above have almost doubled. We really need to do something right now
before it’s too late. We’ve experienced enough pain these past few months.
SuperKid Fitness. d/b/a SuperKid Fitness, ™ Children & Teens Fitness Center provides
a foundation for the development of sound exercise and good eating habits and
ongoing reinforcement to maintain a health lifestyle once it is achieved. The primary
goal of SuperKid Fitness is to introduce the concept of a healthy lifestyle to children of
all ages by ways of both planned exercise and sound dietary habits. To date, we have
not encountered any other structured full-service fitness center for children offering
similar added value. SuperKid Fitness is in the process of opening these facilities
throughout the United States and internationally, We would like for you to join us in
our journey.
We have taken consideration to start expanding this great service that is so needy in
every community worldwide. We are now offering “Licensing Opportunities” to those
potential interested investors that are willing to team up with our organization and
make a difference in each child’s life.
Be one of the first ones to own this explosive business opportunity where only you can
take control and make a difference in this world.
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The lifestyle
you want
starts here!
If you're considering a Licensing
Opportunity, several factors play
into your decision.

01

You want to enter a
proven, thriving, and
recession-resilient market.

02

You want to partner with a
known brand that lowers the
barriers to success.

03
04

You want to have some
support every step of the way,
from startup financing to
marketing.
You want to make a BIG
difference in your community
and in children's lives.

That's exactly what you get with SuperKid Fitness.
To experience a License model designed from
your perspective and start living your dream
lifestyle today.
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Why the fitness market?

Consider the fact that nearly a million people
join fitness clubs each year, pushing 7%
membership
to
45.3
million
people
nationwide*. Now, how many children under
the age of 15 can enter an adult gym now days?
The answer is “0” it’s a liability for the gym
owner. Not to forget there is no P.E. in mostly
any schools any longer. Yup, they replaced that
hour with the program “Leave No Child
Behind”. But children need to burn energy, fat
and physical activities help them mentally as
well. This number is likely to grow as more
people commit to a non-active lifestyle.

Now, you ask yourself. Can I be one of the
one’s that start helping bring these drastic
obesity numbers down? Yes, of course we need
to start somewhere. All these new changes can
start right in your back yard, In your
neighborhood!. Take this niche by the horns as
its brand new and be one of the first one to say
“I’m A Part of This BIG CHANGE”. Join hands
with the one and only state of the art, co-ed
children and teenager’s fitness center which
the model was invented, brought to being and
pioneered by SuperKid Fitness./SuperKid
Fitness CEO/founder Ivette Cortiella.

*Source:www.IHRSA.org/American Sports Data Health Club Trend Report.
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The Innovator
The founder Ivette Cortiella, recognized early on
that the fitness industry was ripe for innovation.
Backed by many years in this industry and
entrepreneurial experience, she developed a trendsetting business model that allows licensees to work
in the enjoyable, fun, secure, interactive and fastgrowing fitness industry as an independent business
owner.

Ivette Cortiella understood that fitness consumers
were looking for convenience and affordability. Yet,
they were not willing to accept substandard
equipment or lackluster environments. This
knowledge led to the development of the one and
only children and teens, co-ed fitness models. At
SuperKid Fitness, parents can feel safe their children
are working out in a safe and fun environment that
will lead to mind-blowing results.

Where SuperKid Fitness is really truly unique is in
their use of proprietary access software, security,
and state of the art technology. The integration of
these systems allows owners to operate a safe and
secure club with greatly reduced staffing needs,
report tracking and or and backup failure. The
exclusive SuperKid Fitness access system allows a
club owner to feel safe that all their confidential
information and their customers merchant
information is being kept secure in the cloud in a
secure server. Our state-of-the-art security system
allows members to feel safe and secure, even when
a club is staffed by different employees. In addition,
our member’s check-in software is fully integrated,
and it can be accessed through our APPs and/or any
online tablet or computer.
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A Unique Business Model

Have more time
for what's
important to you!

The perfect blending of many factors makes
SuperKid Fitness unique. We offer a service and
business concept that is so needy throughout our
nation today. The convenience in offering one of
our model gyms designs for both owners and
members, is just one of the several directions
that will allow our concept to thrive.

With SuperKid Fitness, you're in business for yourself, not by yourself. As a licensee, you will use
exclusive technology to operate your club, includes:

Access and security systems,
integrated with billing and
payment processing

Member check-in and data
management tools, integrated
with marketing features

Vending solutions, cashless design allows
members to charge purchases to their member
account, creating revenue without staff

Photo access systems,
integrated with Point-ofSale functionality

Nationwide membership reciprocity
program, bonus offers, incentive and
partnership programs

SuperKid Fitness offers the convenience people are seeking in a children’s fitness club. We are
targeting ninety percent of our members live within 1-3 miles of their club. Plus, our mobile gyms can
be in their community within 24 hours if needed.
SuperKid Fitness offers an affordable fitness option for everyone. In contrast to our safe environment,
SuperKid Fitness clubs are scrupulously clean and bright, with expertly designed workout areas. Inside
each club, members will find cutting-edge equipment that is safe and easy-to-use for all children. Due
to this 2020 pandemic, we have incorporated a new cleaning system, temperature testing and a
mandatory mask policy for all kids, parents and employees.
An exceptional member experience is at the core of our business model. SuperKid Fitness club owners
are passionate about providing a high-quality member experience. We offer a welcoming and clean
environment to everyone, regardless of his or her fitness level or ability. Our members can rely on a
supportive atmosphere that encourages them to strive for and meet their fitness goals.
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The Market Leader

Since our founding in 2006, SuperKid Fitness has maintained robust growth
rates. We are thriving to be the world's largest, and fastest growing, children and
teens co-ed fitness clubs. We are looking forward to break records and receive
more awards year after year.

How does this company catapult to the front
of its class? For SuperKid Fitness, it's about
the basics. We offer a proven business model
to passionate entrepreneurs. Then, we offer
unwavering support during all phases of club
development and ongoing operations if
needed. Plus, we continually evaluate the
tools and information we provide to our
Licensees. When a new idea or better option
comes along, we implement those tools on a
nation-wide basis.
The market for SuperKid Fitness continues to
expand, for both prospective Licensees and
potential club members. Currently, to our
first few interested Licensees we are thriving
to fulfill them with an exclusive territorial
area. Our goal is to open many profitable
SuperKid Fitness clubs nationwide, so location
is limited. The growth of the Licensee will be
enhanced by those who genuinely know the
SuperKid Fitness business model and its
brand. In addition, we are actively selling
Licenses throughout the United States, and
internationally expansion is forthcoming.

The typical SuperKid Fitness Licensee has a
passion for fitness and an entrepreneurial spirit.
Ranked as one of the top low investment
options, club owners tend to experience a return
on their investment at a faster pace than any
other businesses. Typical club size standard size
2,500 square feet, making them particularly
suited to strip centers which are easier to build,
manage and monitor.
The market for club members has limitless
potential, as nearly as million new people join
clubs each year. Club membership has grown to
45.3+ million people nationwide.* this number is
likely to grow as more people commit to a nonactive lifestyle. Insurance companies are now
covering obesity related issues and are paying for
fitness programs/classes for children and teens,
making it a necessary program in their
curriculum.
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A Flexible
License

There is a great amount of flexibility in the SuperKid Fitness business model. From a single club or
multi-club Licensees, to international master Licensees, to a mobile fitness center our unique
opportunity includes varying levels of ownership and investment. Plus, we offer a great conversion
model for other fitness existing clubs owners that wish to become a part of our industry-leading brand.
Our neighborhood-style children fitness clubs/mobile gym can ideally be placed in strip centers near
big box retailers and national grocery chains. The increased consumer traffic SuperKid Fitness will
generate in a center will have the neighborhood talking, even during off-peak hours, makes us a
sought-after real estate tenant. Parents can shop while their children can attend a fitness class an gets
their 1-hour calorie burning, interactive fun workout.
SuperKid Fitness clubs vary in size, floor plan, and layout depending on the shape of the space and
now a Mobile Station. Our standard club model ranges from 2,500 to up to 4,000+ square feet, with an
average club size of 2,500 square feet. Our mobile full fitness facility is 44FT long with an inflatable
travel dome measuring 20x20x20 and available as another option or if interested in both units which
we will combined into one package.
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What’s The
Investment?
Startup costs
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Initial
Investment

The total estimated investment for each
SuperKid Fitness. Fees ranges from our
mobile gyms with a licensing fee of $59,000
USD- about $211,000+ for Turnkey Build-out,
our Brick-and-Mortar Physical Locations start
with a licensing fee of $39,000 USD – and
about $260,000+ for turn-key build-out. If you
purchase 2 locations or include a mobile
location with a physical location, You will give
you a discount.

Our Licensing Document provides
you with in-depth information
regarding the costs and expenses
you can plan to incur when
developing a SuperKid Fitness
Children and Teens Fitness Center.
Prices on build-outs can vary by area,
city or state. To receive more
information, please see instructions on
following pages and or contact us
directly.

Some costs will vary in relation to the physical size of the fitness center. A lower cost center is one that
would require fewer leasehold improvements and fewer equipment expenditures. Moderate and
higher square footage fitness centers will require additional equipment. The above figures do not
include extensive interior/exterior demolitions if needed.
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Controlling Expenses
A key business strategy with SuperKid Fitness is to keep your expenses low. Our compact facilities
incorporate a simple interior design so you may not have to spend a lot on leasehold improvements..
Keep in mind that expenses will vary based on the economics of your area, but our streamlined
operations process may help you shave costs. Our experienced lease negotiating team can also assist
you in dealing with landlords, equipment representatives, and other industry vendors.

Here's a list of the largest expenses typical clubs have and how we can help lower them:

Monthly Lease Negotiation IF Needed
Lease negotiations can be tenuous. Considering the different lease terms, like triple net leases,
gross leases, and CAM charges, deciding on a lease option can be daunting if you lack experience in
dealing with building owners if you need our help. Our real estate experts can help you achieve the
lowest possible rate and make sure the lease is structured with your best interests in mind.

Equipment and other Purchase
Our team can work with you on choosing the best equipment for the size of your club and your
budget. Our volume buying power may provide savings to you, as we are able to obtain
discounted rates with preferred local vendors. We can make suggestions based your market
demographics, area competition, your personal preferences, and our experience with other
Licensees feedback. Our finance experts can assist you with leasing/buying options and put you in
touch with some of the best banks in the fitness industry.

Business Insurance Is Needed
What type should you buy? How much should you have? Where do you get it? These are questions
were used to handling. Let our insurance experts assist you with these important questions. Full
coverage insurance is not expensive at all, Example; starting rates at about $110 a month.

Payroll
The biggest expense the average fitness club has is payroll (sometimes as high as 50%). Our
exclusive systems integration allows you to run a safe and secure operation with dramatically
lower, if not eliminated, payroll costs by hiring subcontractors that are certified and insured and or
volunteers.
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How We
Support You
Every step of the way!
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Startup Support
We strive to answer questions and provide you with
the information necessary to make an informed
decision about becoming a SuperKid Fitness Licensee.
A few of the many services available to you during
your startup phase included:

LEASE NEGOCIATIONS/SITE APPROVAL: Simplified site selection and lease negotiation assistance is available at
no-cost through our in-house Real Estate Department. Our team has extensive knowledge of the Licensing
industry and has an in-depth understanding of the needs of SuperKid Fitness Licensees. We can assist you with
finding an ideal site for your club, including a thorough review of the market area and its demographics. Plus,
they are experienced negotiators that can assist with obtaining rent leasing negotiations. As important, we
provide exclusive Licensee financing services if needed. We are ready to assist you, from single/multi club owner
to operators to territory owners, for more information, please contact us directly.
DESIGN & BUILD-OUT: During the Club layout,
design, and construction assistance, you will be
working with
Superfit Kids Inc. Headquarters
directly. You will play a big part of the one-stop
TURNKEY resource for all the phases of your club
design and build-out. They also provide you with a
corporate-approved design guide, to make the
process as straightforward as possible.

TRAINING & System Set Up: Comprehensive training on business operations, sales and marketing, and
membership management. From initial training for all new Licensees, to regional workshops, advanced
managerial sessions, and annual conferences that you can attend, SuperKid Fitness is committed to you. At the
end of our build-out we will set up all your systems leaving everything in working conditions so you can start
operating the next day.
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Ongoing Support
As an SuperKid Fitness Licensee training should
never stops! As a licensee , you have access to
ongoing support that is second to none. Our team
of Consultants and other experienced corporate
staff are continually developing new and exciting
ways to support you. Just some of the tools
available to you include: (in person consultation
visits; Zoom, Phone and Chat calls will be
available when needed. We offer an array of
different packages to choose from.
Online operations manual
tailored to the specific phases
of your business

Advanced training
for owners, managers and
sales personnel

Rregional training sessions
conducted by corporate
representatives

Onsite consultation visits
at your club or the opportunity to
shadow an existing club owner

Conference calls and webinars
held at various times each month.
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National Branding
and Marketing
Support
Marketing your club is made easy with our
professionally developed marketing materials and
business supplies. SuperKid Fitness has
experience in creating TV commercials, radio ads,
and informational DVDs, all for national
distribution! And, to support our communities,
SuperKid Fitness sponsors our national charitable
foundation (Young Healthy Athletes Foundation)
and they can return the favor and help your club
in so many ways.
The table below shows the many customdesigned marketing items that are available to
SuperKid Fitness Licensees for an additional fees:

Print, Radio & TV
Advertisement

GuestPasses

PayrollStuffers

Banners | Interior & Exterior

GuestRegister

Posters

Brochures

Incident Report Forms

Pocket Holders

Business Cards

In – Store Sign

Postcards

Direct Mail

Member Fitness Journals

Radio Spots

Door Hangers

Member Guidelines

Friend / Family Referral Forms

Envelopes & Letterhead

New Member Profile Forms

Sales Presentation Booklet

Flyers

Notecards & Envelopes

TV Spots
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Social Media/SEO
We will optimize, build audience, increase your revenue and engage your community with organic and
paid growth customers. It's all possible with Our B2C or B2B Social Media Marketing Management Inhouse Team(On a needed basis/additional fees will apply)

Our Premium Services Include
Daily posting on all social media
sites and create new sites if
needed (Pinterest, Snapchat ,
Instagram , etc.)
Facebook (Facebook Manager)
(Additional Fee for Paid Ads)
Instagram (Instagram Manager)

Profile Revamping & Creation
(Cover, Profile Main Image/ Logo)
Increase Brand Awareness and Get
Your Brand Recognized
Target Your Competitors Followers
and interact with their customers
behind the scenes

Twitter (Twitter Manager)
LinkedIn (LinkedIn Manger)
(Additional Fee for Paid Ads)
Other Social Media sites that
will bring in leads
Engaging with Customers to bring
in leads
Original Social Media Posts with
Graphics & Animation Videos
Hashtags Search to get you on top search
engines for your local community
Community Building

Community monitoring and reports
generated and shared with you

Website App Submission to Google
Play and Apple Market with App Icon
(Additional Fee If Interested)
Facebook Followers & Likes Ramping
up Daily & Life FB in certain events
(Additional Fee If Interested)

Instagram Followers & Likes
Ramping up Daily

Twitter Followers & Likes
Ramping up Daily
YouTube Submission and posting (Building
Viewers, Subscriptions, Engaging with
Comments and Directing them to the site and
adding video to target customers

360 Product demo video creation
(Additional Fee for video’s Built)
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Steps to
Ownership
Steps to your dream!
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Are we a good match?
SuperKid Fitness offers a proven business model and a market-leading concept. To maintain our brand
and to continue our growth as a licensee, we want to make sure that our opportunity is a good match for
you.

If you haven't already done so, please keep these questions on the
back of your mind & you will see how they will be answered by the
end of this presentation.

How We
Support You ?

What's In Store For
Me and Do I have
Options ?

Questions &
Answers !

Throughout this presentation out, you'll learn about SuperKid Fitness, the innovator of the first, the one
and only fitness center for children and teens in America, co-ed fitness facility, and the global leader.
You will also read about our philosophy, unique business model, and outstanding support.
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Speak with us.
After learning more about SuperKid Fitness, we invite you to contact one of our
knowledgeable Sales Representatives. To do this, you can either:

Complete the Requested Information form that you can find on our website or
given to you by one of our sales agent.

Or you can call us, email us or chat with us and ask to speak to one of our team members.

During your initial phone consultation, we will discuss your location(s) of interest, market
demographics, and real estate options. We will also talk about your financing options if needed and
your expectations for owning and operating a SuperKid Fitness Children and Teens Fitness club.
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Moving Forward.
After your phone consultation, we will send you forms and
documents in this order.

01

Potential Questionnaire/Application For
Verification & Approval Process

Non- Compete Non-Circumvent
Document (then),

03

Licensee Agreement (for your review and approval)

Area Development Agreement
(if buying multiple territories)

05

02

04

Payment Form
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Decision Time

This is an exciting step in the process; it's where you make your final decision. To officially become a
SuperKid Fitness Licensee Owner, you simply need to turn in all your documentation and submit your
Licensee Fee payment and your decision on which unit you will be purchasing so we can start setting
up the location Approval Process. Leave everything else to us as we will guide you step by step on
what to do next. After all Payments are collected, we will start the Build-Out- Process.
Congratulations, you are embarking on a new life as a Superfit Kids, Inc. Licensee. Your next step is to
look for a location and make that deal happen.

Build-Out
If you are investing in a physical
location; after the lease or purchase
documents are signed by you, we will
immediately enter the facility and
evaluate how to get started in
building this turn-key operation for
you. Leave it to the experts.

If you are investing in a mobile
facility; we will start placing
orders to get the unit built and
get it set up for you.
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Attend Training
During your initial training, you will learn about operational
issues, sales techniques, and marketing strategies. Hands on
training out on the field with children

Also, during training, you will meet our CEO, Our Construction Development Crew and Systems Set Up
team. We suggest you and your team members attend our training course so you can really understand
how the process works and get your business off the ground. We do not mandate this course, but we
know it is an important part of the business model. It can also be beneficial to invite key staff members
to share in the knowledge!
Training can either be held at a SuperKid Fitness scheduled training site, In your new location, Zoom Call
or Shared Pre-Recorded Training Video’s. After your initial training, you are ready to start your engines!

Assistance is available for as long as you need( please see slide #14). Superfit Kids Inc is here to
help you be successful in your new business venture.
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Open Your Club
One of the benefits of being a SuperKid Fitness Licensee, verses being on your own, is the assistance
you will receive regarding general construction information, club layout, interior design, the
integration of your access, and a profitable proven working process.

During your build-out, you will
have access to a dedicated
Build-out Consultant.
These consultants have experience in
assisting Licensees through this phase of
being a club owner.
When all the dust has settled, you will be
ready to open your club! You will also be
ready to start living your dream!
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FAQ
Frequently Asked
Questions
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How does a SuperKid
Fitness Children and
Teens Fitness Center
create revenue?

Most of your revenue will be derived from membership sales and products but there will be other
source of income if incorporated example; birthday parties, personal training, special fitness classes for
children with ADD, special needs, Parents night out, Karate and many more classes .Each member has
the option to pay daily ,in full or pay dues each monthly. They can pay with credit card, debit card or
they can pay using their bank account directly using the designated POS System we will setting you up
with. Your membership rates may vary based on area demographics and the offerings at your facility.
We can help you set your pricing structure.
Depending on your time and personal objectives for your club, we can help you by giving you ideas on
how to set up a variety of different revenue incomes like (Karate, Ballet, CPR, Dance, Etiquette classes,
Nutrition classes, Mommy and Me classes, Parents Night Out Friday’s, Birthday Parties, Celebrity
Signings, No school days Camps, Summer & Winter Camps and so much more). You can also bring in
Specialized Certified personal trainers that relate to children like (physical, therapist, special needs
children’s classes, Specialized sports trainer, The vending store we have set up in your club (clothes,
supplements, bands, floor mats and SuperKid Fitness Shakes for kids, children’s classes like

What can I expect to make from my business?
Income from each SuperKid Fitness club varies based on many variables, for example, market size,
demographics, efforts made by owners, marketing funds you invest in, customer service which leads
to word of mouth and economic factors.
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How much training will
I receive?

Also, after training is completed, how much assistance will be available? With SuperKid Fitness Clubs the
training never stops if you don’t want to. Initially, we have a “Main Training Session After Build-Out to
introduces you to the process and how it works. Once that class is completed, we can provide daily or
weekly assistance via the phone, zoom or facetime, email, training videos depending on the package fee
you have chosen. The POS software has its own training courses through the software company as per
understanding. You can reach out to them directly.

Do I get an Operations
Manual?
When you become a Licensee Owner, you will be
granted access to our online operations manual.
This is a web-based program that is regularly
updated with new information. It contains
hundreds of topics designed to help you launch
and operate a SuperKid Fitness Club..
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How many hours will I
(personally) Work in My
SuperKid Fitness Club Each
Week?
That decision is completely up to you. Some owners maintain full-time
jobs and watch over the operation of their club with occasional checkups. Other owners operate their SuperKid Fitness club as a full-time
job working in them everyday. Depending on your circumstances, it
can work both ways. For things to go the way they need to we suggest
that you be there to make sure everyone is following your policies and
procedures or train someone that can take that role.

How much is the Licensing fees and the
breakdown of it and is there any Royalty
Fees?
The Licensing Fee for a Physical
Location is:

The Licensing Fee for a
Mobile Trailer is:

$39,000, for up to a 2,500 square foot
location. To confirm those numbers please
ask your Sales Agent. Limit of 5 (five) Mile
Radius. Need Approval!

$59,000 For three zip codes, counties,
municipalities, or area. Office will go over
those areas with you during the application
process. Need Approval!

The Royalty Fee for each
unit is as follow:

Are We are running a promotion now?

There are NO Royalty Fees $0.00.

Please ask your Sales Agent.
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Are there benefits to
owning more than
one club?
Yes. We provide a huge discount on your
additional SuperKid Fitness Clubs or if you add
the Mobile Trailer to your package.

How will I know if my
market is big enough?
We can help you determine which city offers a
viable market and help if needed on selecting
an appropriate site, both of which will get your
club off to a great start. Please see our
marketing tips in our previous page.

Will I be given help with
selecting a site and
building my club?
As much help as you request. Remember, your
success is our success. Therefore, we will do
whatever it takes to get you started in the right
manner.
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Who are the biggest
competitors for
SuperKid Fitness?
Obviously other, community centers, hospital
wellness facilities, and YMCAs are direct
competitors. But no one comes close to what
SuperKid Fitness has to offer. We can help you
evaluate your competition and explore the
possibilities of adding a SuperKid Fitness club
and the benefits within your market before you
make any commitment.

Do I get an Exclusive
territory with my SuperKid
Fitness Club?

Yes. You will be granted an exclusive territory. Your sales sales representative can discuss
with you how SuperKid Fitness implements its territory development. You will have
exclusive territory rights to a 5 (five) mile radius sounding your club. But, wanting to have
additional exclusive territory rights to another area will be at an additional price which is
discussed when we cross that bridge.
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Weekly
Conference Call
You're invited!
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Learn more about
SuperKid Fitness!

You are invited to participate in our “Meet the CEO “conference call, which will be conducted
during your application process. During the call, you will have the opportunity to speak directly
with the CEO and ask all those important questions you want to ask. If you want to learn more
about the SuperKid Fitness license, this will be your opportunity!

Topics covered during the call can include:

01

The history of our company
and how it all started for
those new coming on-board
new Licensees.

03

Marketing questions and or ideas

02

Our mission and philosophy

04

Question & Answer session

03

Our business model and the
SuperKid Fitness opportunity

05

Speak Staff members or other
Licensees

Don't miss this opportunity to gather more information about the number one children and teens
fitness center clubs in America. .Let’s speak with those who are living the dream!
For detailed information on accessing the conference call, please contact SuperKid Fitness by email at
info@superkidfitness.com or sending us a message through our site on the “Contact Us” page on our
website www.superkidfitness.com.
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SuperKid Fitness’s
Basic Club, Big &
Tough Clubs &
Mobile Club
Packages !
From Small and Mighty to
Big and Tough!
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SuperKid Fitness Club
(Standard Size 2,500
SF Location)

The SuperKid Fitness Basic Club concept is the ultimate solution for a club of 2,500 square feet, and it's
just one of the many ways SuperKid Fitness continues to set trends in the fitness industry! Due to its
compact size, a SuperKid Fitness Basic club can effectively operate within that size structure this concept
has the addition of our “Cool Down Station” where smoothies and fruits are served, and nutrition classes
are held.

The Basic Club solution is ideally suited for small and mid size communities or rural markets. Generally
targeted for smaller populated areas or limited retail spaces. The Basic concept offers cutting-edge fitness
clubs to areas that may have few, if any, workout options. To achieve maximum potential, a licensee can
cover a chain of small towns with the basic clubs. This is possible due lower operating expenses as per of a
Big & Tough club concept.
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Big & Tough Club
Solution (4000+
Square Feet)
The SuperKid Fitness Big & Tough Club concept is the
ultimate solution for a club from 2600 and up to
4000+, and it's just one of the many ways SuperKid
Fitness continues to set trends in the fitness industry!
Due to its augment size, a SuperKid Fitness Big &
Tough club falls into that category, and it can
effectively operate within that size structure this
concept has the addition of a rock-climbing wall, more
fitness equipment, more VR gaming systems and a
larger cardio area.
The Express Club solution maximizes the potential of
a larger floor plan by incorporating dual-use of
equipment. This model also tends to operate with
lower security costs with a larger broader margin of
profits due to its size.

Additional Areas:
Any location can add a rock-climbing area if desired for an additional fee.
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SuperKid Fitness
Mobile Trailer
The mobile (44FT) full fitness facility for children and teens on wheels really takes
an unmeasurable direction toward fun, fitness & futuristic Virtual Reality workouts.
It can be taken anywhere within minutes, hours and or days if you catch my drift.
You can take them to parks, schools, churches, private parties, malls, sporting
arenas etc.
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Note
The buildout turn-key pricing of the buildout vary due to the square footage of the
facility and any additional stations added therefore (The Basic Standard Club is about
2,500 sq ft. and The Big & Tough can be over 4,000 sq ft, We can design and build
Mini Clubs for those under 1,000sf. That convenience, along with the other
advantages of any of our business models, may make SuperKid Fitness the
opportunity for you! We customize your retail store letting you be a part of the
building process. We are here to answer any of your question and have you become
part of our team!
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Territorial Areas and Master
License Agreements
We offer “Territorial” options for those Licensees that want to control
an area, a zip code, a city or a county. You need to act fast before all
areas get saturated limiting you to areas you don’t want to be in. To
inquire more info please contact our office directly or speak directly to
your Sales Agent.

Looking Forward in Partnering up with
you and having you join Our Superfit
Kids/SuperKid Fitness family.
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Warm Regards,

Ivette Cortiella
CEO, Licensor
SuperKid Fitness
ivettec@superkidfitness.com
786-635-5700
www.superkidfitness.com
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